This article explores methods to provide computer support for reasoning about graph transformations. We first define a general framework for representing graphs, graph morphisms and single graph rewriting steps. This setup allows for interactively reasoning about graph transformations. In order to achieve a higher degree of automation, we identify fragments of the graph description language in which we can reduce reasoning about global graph properties to reasoning about local properties, involving only a bounded number of nodes, which can be decided by Boolean satisfiability solving or even by deterministic computation of low complexity.
1. Introduction
Setting the stage
Graph transformations are an interesting conceptual model for describing structural modifications in natural sciences (such as chemistry and biology) and in particular in computer science. Here, they are used for model transformations in the area of model driven engineering, for representing concurrent systems, and for giving a high-level view of pointer manipulating programs. Since these application areas are often safety-critical, being able to reason about graph transformations is of major interest. Computer support for these reasoning tasks conveys a higher degree of reliability than paper-and-pencil proofs and becomes indispensable when the models are complex, a great number of correctness conditions has to be tracked and proofs have to be rechecked frequently after modifications in the design process. The situation becomes particularly delicate if transformations involve non-injective graph matchings, which lead to node aliasing that can entail a combinatorial explosion.
There are essentially two branches of computer supported formal reasoning: model checking and interactive theorem proving. The vast majority of existing approaches for verifying graph transformation systems follows the model checking paradigm (see Section 1.3 for a more detailed discussion). It explores which configurations are reached when transformation rules are applied to a given start graph. Typical properties under investigation are therefore whether particular invariants are maintained during graph rewriting, or whether certain configurations are reachable. Model checking is attractive because it offers a high degree of automation and is therefore accessible also to uninitiated users. However, developers of model checkers have to strike a balance between limiting the expressivity of the property language and incurring undecidable or infeasibly complex proof problems. Furthermore, results obtained by model checking typically only hold for individual instances and not for entire classes of graphs or transformation systems.
The present article follows the interactive theorem proving approach and proposes, in its first part, a general framework for describing and reasoning about graph transformations in a proof assistant based on a higher-order logic. The question of interest is not primarily how a specific instance evolves under graph transformations, but which properties hold if a transformation is applied to an arbitrary graph, or at least an arbitrary graph satisfying some given preconditions.
In order to be able to manipulate transformations as first-class objects and to inspect them syntactically, we impose some restrictions on the language that formalizes applicability conditions for transformations, and represent this language as an inductive datatype. Apart from that, we have at our disposal the whole expressiveness of higherorder logic for stating properties of graphs and graph transformations and a panoply of methods (such as different forms of induction) for proving them. Section 2 is devoted to a description of this framework. It is versatile, but has the drawback that fully automated sound and complete verification cannot be expected. It is also extensible: we can easily distinguish between different kinds of graph matching morphisms (for example injective ones), and in Section 3, we show how to add typing information to the untyped development of Section 2.
In the second major part of this article, we explore methods for automating the reasoning tasks. The principle is to reduce reasoning about a graph with a potentially unbounded number of nodes (namely the graph a rule is applied to) to reasoning about a graph with a bounded number of nodes (namely the nodes occurring in the rule itself). This only succeeds if the impact of a rule on a graph is local, in a sense made precise below. We concentrate on a particular kind of proof problems, namely reachability problems, and examine two variants that differ by the applicability conditions of the rules. We first describe a set of simplification steps that reduce a proof goal to a Boolean satisfiability problem, for a rather general relational language defined in Section 4.
We then restrict this language still further to conjunctive relational expressions (Section 5). In this case, verification of the preservation of reachability in a graph can be reduced to a simple "calculational" proof requiring the computation of the transitive closure of a finite, concrete set of edges (those occurring in the applicability condition of the transformation rule). This reduction, which looks like a meta-result, is entirely carried out in our framework without appealing to extraneous notions. It is one of the benefits of treating transformations as first-class objects and of reflecting applicability conditions of transformations in an inductive datatype.
To summarize, the contribution of this article is a framework for reasoning about graph transformations in a proof assistant that can be used in two main scenarios:
-when reasoning about the effects a specific graph transformation may have on arbitrary graphs, thus offering an extension of what can usually be achieved by model checking.
-when reasoning about arbitrary graph transformations and of transforming them in such a way that their properties become verifiable automatically or even with low computational complexity.
Problem statement
A major subtopic of this article is to which degree reasoning about a graph transformation can be reduced to reasoning about the shape of the transformation rules. We will illustrate the problem with three examples.
Example 1.1. The first example presents a situation where such a kind of reasoning succeeds. In Figure 1 , the upper part shows the transformation rule, consisting of a left hand side with nodes r 1 , r 2 , r 3 and an edge (r 1 , r 3 ) and a right hand side which is obtained by deleting edge (r 1 , r 3 ) and inserting new edges (r 1 , r 2 ) and (r 2 , r 3 ). The dotted arrows map the rule into a target graph in the lower part. The question is: does this transformation preserve reachability in the graph? More formally, if e is the edge relation of the target graph and e * its reflexive-transitive closure, if (x, y) ∈ e * in the original graph (for arbitrary x, y), is then also (x, y) ∈ e * in the transformed graph? We will show (see Theorem 5.4) that we can reduce the problem to simply looking at the transformation rule: {(r 1 , r 3 )} * ⊆ {(r 1 , r 2 ), (r 2 , r 3 )} * , and thus the property carries over to any graph where the rule is applied. Example 1.2. We will now see that, in general, this reasoning is incorrect. The example in Figure 2 models an information flow through hierarchically nested components, loosely inspired by an example in Asztalos et al. (2010) ; Tran and Percebois (2012) .
Nodes with bold border are meant to represent "composite" components, the remaining components are "simple", and containment is represented by dashed arrows. There is a data flow relation from simple to composite (e sc ) and from composite to simple (e cs ) components, and between simple components, which we call e (unmarked edges in the figure) . Here, we ask whether the connectivity is preserved by a transformation which routes a flow through nested components r 2 , r 3 instead of the containing block r 5 . Differently said, is each flow (x, y) ∈ (e ∪ (e cs Oe sc )) * preserved by the transformation, where O is relation composition? The rule seems to indicate that this is the case.
When embedding the rule (upper part) into a larger graph (lower part; here, the matching morphism is not shown explicitly), we see that this is not so: data can flow from n 1 to n 6 in the original graph, but not in the transformed graph (remember that the dashed edges are not data flow edges).
Finally, properties of transformations depend crucially on the properties of the morphisms mapping rules into graphs. Example 1.3. Consider the transformation in Figure 3 , where the apparently redundant edge between r 1 and r 3 is deleted. Again, we are interested in preservation of the flow relation. When reasoning purely on the basis of the left and right hand sides of the rule, it seems that the flow relation is unaltered, because {(r 1 , r 2 ), (r 2 , r 3 ), (r 1 , r 3 )} * = {(r 1 , r 2 ), (r 2 , r 3 )} * . However, a non-injective morphism mapping both node references r 1 and r 2 to node n 12 and r 3 to n 3 also maps the edge (r 1 , r 3 ) to the edge (n 12 , n 3 ), which leads to the deletion of this edge. Therefore, in the resulting graph, the path between n 12 and n 3 is not preserved.
The methods developed in this article also allow to take such aliasing problems into account, but provide special solutions for injective graph morphisms. We will come back to this situation in Example 5.1.
Related work
Most of the work on verification of graph transformations has so far concentrated on model checking, see Asztalos et al. (2010) ; Baldan et al. (2008); Ghamarian et al. (2012) ; Varró (2004) as a non-exhaustive list of representatives of this approach. Often, the purpose is to model concurrent systems as graph transformations and to investigate invariants and reachability problems of these systems. There is however a growing interest in using graph rewriting for model transformations (Arendt et al., 2010) with appropriate verification methods (Varró and Balogh, 2007) .
Model checking approaches are rarely applicable for software verification, unless the data structures manipulated by a program are entirely generated by the rules from an initial graph, such as the red-black trees in Baldan et al. (2005) , or unless abstraction functions are provided (Zambon and Rensink, 2011) .
There is an immense body of work on verification of pointer structures in imperative programs. Static analyses often use specialized logics for expressing shapes of pointer structures (Immerman et al., 2004; Yorsh et al., 2007) . These logics, as well as frameworks based on Monadic Second-Order (MSO) logic, often rely essentially on tree structures with additional pointers, such as the data structure invariants of Møller and Schwartzbach (2001) or XML processing Hosoya (2011) . The global approach developed in this article is not restricted to particular shapes of a graph, but we only offer full automation for specific forms of proof obligations. It remains that the relation between algebraic approaches to graph rewriting (Ehrig et al., 1997) and MSO-definable transductions (Courcelle and Engelfriet, 2011 ) still has to be explored in detail. MSO for verification of graph properties is explored by Courcelle and Durand (2010) , but does not address graph transformations. Balbiani et al. (2010) develop a modal logic for reasoning about graph programs composed of fine-grained operators for manipulating nodes and redirecting edges.
Exploiting a local environment for reasoning about data structures, as advocated in Section 4 of this article, is adopted in several approaches: McPeak and Necula (2005) give a decision procedure for a language that is essentially first-order (and in particular contains no transitive closure), but can deal with relation composition and integrates support for scalar data types. There is intense activity around Separation Logic (Reynolds, 2002; Berdine et al., 2005) that constructs complex program properties out of properties of separate memory regions.
Graph rewriting has long been considered in an algebraic tradition as an extension of term rewriting. The tendency to interpret graph structures logically is rather recent (Rensink, 2005; Orejas et al., 2010) . The work of Habel et al. (2006) is continued by Pennemann (2008a,b) and Habel and Pennemann (2009) , who extract verification conditions from graph transformation programs and feed them into SAT solvers or first-order theorem provers. Rather similar to ours, the approach differs in two respects: it is entirely automatic and does not allow for human intervention for proving "difficult" properties;
and there is no tight coupling between the semantics (expressed in categorical terms in the cited work) and the proof obligation generator, and thus has to rely on a larger trusted code base.
da Ribeiro (2009, 2012 ) present a logical model for reasoning about graph transformations that is similar to ours. This approach has been implemented in Event-B (Ribeiro et al., 2010) by coding individual rules as Event-B machines and then profiting from the proof support for this platform to prove the correctness of rules. Further work is needed to see to which point this coding allows for the kind of meta-reasoning that we advocate in this article (Sections 4 and 5).
The present article is a synthesis and extension of work previously published in (Strecker, 2008 (Strecker, , 2011 . The formalization has been modularized by the introduction of theory contexts ("locales"), which has made it possible to separate structural transformations from typing issues, and to swap easily between different kinds of graph morphisms. The results presented in Section 5 are entirely new.
Notation and presentation
The development described in this article has been carried out in the Isabelle/HOL proof assistant (Nipkow et al., 2002) , which combines a functional programming language with a higher-order logic. The functional fragment is similar to the ML family of programming languages. Any diverging notation and additional concepts will be introduced in paragraphs marked as "aside" where needed. We have refrained from using, in an essential manner, specifics of Isabelle that would not be available in similar form in other proof assistants such as Coq or PVS.
The text presented below is an extract of the formal Isabelle development with annotations in L A T E X. Propositions marked as lemma or theorem have been proved in Isabelle, and the formal development is available from the Web page of this article † . Proofs provided in this article therefore try to convey an intuition rather than give a complete correctness argument.
Graphs and graph transformations
This section introduces a minimalist concept of graphs and a notion of path expressions (Section 2.1) that are syntactic entities representing the applicability conditions of graph transformations (Section 2.2). These notions are sufficient for the further development. We will show later how they can be extended to graphs with typed nodes and edges (Section 3).
Graphs and graph expressions
Graphs are defined classically, as a structure consisting of a set of objects (the nodes) and a relation between objects (the edges). For the moment, the type of these objects is left abstract.
record obj graph = nodes :: obj set edges :: ( obj * obj ) set
We limit our considerations to graphs that are structurally well-formed in the sense that the node set is finite and the endpoints of the edges belong to the node set (the Field of a relation is the union of its domain and its range). The first requirement is a convenience when reasoning about cardinalities of edge relations; the second requirement is intended to exclude erratic behavior of graph transformations (utpd is for "untyped", in contrast to the typed extensions introduced in Section 3).
definition struct-wf-gr-utpd :: ( obj , a) graph-scheme ⇒ bool where struct-wf-gr-utpd gr = (finite (nodes gr ) ∧ (Field (edges gr )) ⊆ (nodes gr ))
Aside on Isabelle (records): Access to a component of a record, for example nodes, is written in functional notation. Isabelle uses a concept of extensible records that can be enriched with further components, as will be done with typing information in Section 3. To profit from this extensibility, we use graph-scheme instead of graph in the type of the above function; the additional type parameter is introduced for technical reasons (see (Naraschewski and Wenzel, 1998) ) and can be neglected here.
Each graph transformation rule has an applicability condition that describes under which circumstances the rule can be applied; at the same time, it identifies the nodes and edges to be transformed. We have chosen to deeply embed these conditions in the proof assistant, by defining their abstract syntax as a datatype, rather than directly using a predicate in Isabelle's logic. This choice is motivated by two reasons: Firstly, the applicability conditions can refer to an arbitrary number of nodes, but there is no uniform type in simply-typed lambda calculus for an "n-ary predicate" (for variable n), and consequently neither for graph transformations. Secondly, we now have the possibility to characterize fragments of the property language, by means expressible in the proof assistant itself, as for example in the reductions of Section 5.
We first define inductively a type of node set expressions nt nodeset and of path expressions et path. Anticipating the introduction of typed graphs further below, these inductive types are parameterized by node types nt respectively edge types et. Path expressions are inspired by the relation algebra of Tarski (1941) (some of them are not explicitly represented, but can be defined), but go beyond it in that also a transitive closure operator is present.
The constructors of nodeset with their informal semantics are the following (the formal semantics will be given below):
-Univs , the set of all nodes.
-n , the singleton node set with node reference n. We make a distinction between a node reference in a node set or path expression (a natural number, as motivated below) and a node (an object of a graph).
-:: nt , the set of nodes of node type nt.
The constructors of path are:
-Idp , the identity path (identity relation).
-Univp , the universal path (universal relation).
-n, n , the edge between node reference n and n . -:: et :: , the set of edges of edge type et.
-− p, the complement of path p.
-p −1 , the converse path (the path p with the edges reversed). -p ; p , the composition of paths p and p .
-p + p , the alternative (path p or p ).
-p ˆ+ , the transitive closure of path p.
On top of these notions, we build path formulas of type ( nt, et) path-form with the constructors:
-(n ∈ s): node reference n is in node set s.
-(n n ∈ p): there is a path from node reference n to n in path p. -¬ pf : negation of path formula.
-pf ∧ pf : conjunction of path formulas. -∀ pf : universal quantification over the graph nodes.
In the following, we will use n as abbreviation for (n ∈ n ), saying that n is a node of the graph under consideration (node sets are relativized to graph nodes), and n1 , n2
as abbreviation for (n1 n2 ∈ n1 , n2 ), saying that (n1 ,n2 ) is an edge. A notation like {1 , 2 , 3 } is a shorthand for 1 ∧ 2 ∧ 3 ("{1 , 2 , 3 } is a set of nodes of the graph"). Clearly, we can describe the shape of any finite graph by a conjunction of formulas of the form n and n1 , n2 . We also use connectors and quantifiers such as ∨ and ∃ which are defined in the obvious way from the constructors of path formulas.
The formal semantics of nodeset and path expressions is presented in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. Using Isabelle's locale mechanism (see next paragraph), these expressions are interpreted relative to a fixed graph gr and interpretation functions I-nt for node types and I-et for edge types. The reader can neglect them until the introduction of typed graphs in Section 3. Thus, gr, I-nt and I-et are implicit parameters of the interpretation functions. There is a an explicit parameter I mapping node references (natural numbers) to nodes of a graph (of type obj ). With these prerequisite and the informal semantics, the functions nodeset-interp and path-interp offer few surprises. In Isabelle, the converse of a relation is written with postfix −1 , relation composition as O and (non-reflexive) transitive closure as postfix + . Node and edge sets are always relativized to the node and edge sets of graph gr.
Aside on Isabelle (locales): Locales (Ballarin, 2004 ) are Isabelle's mechanism for structured theory development. Definitions can be carried out relative to previously fixed local constants and under local assumptions that axiomatize a theory. Locales can also be extended with new constants or assumptions, thus giving rise to a locale hierarchy. The function path-form-interp (in Figure 6 ) injects path formulas (which can be understood as meta-level formulas) back into formulas of type bool of Isabelle' s object logic and thus provides an interpretation of path formulas. The definition is relatively standard, except for the treatment of the universal quantifier: In order to avoid the typical complications involving bound variables, we use a nameless representation of bound variables with de Bruijn indices (de Bruijn, 1972) . In the interpretation function for universal quantification, the currrently introduced variable x is assigned to the node reference 0, and the remaining node references are shifted by one position. For this reason, node references are natural numbers.
The definition of the interpretation functions is entirely constructive: Because the interpretation of quantifiers ranges over the node set of a graph (which we have assumed to be finite), for any computable function I and any path formula pf we can effectively determine whether path-form-interp I pf holds for a well-structured graph gr.
Let us give some further encodings: Equality n1 = n2 of two nodes n1 and n2 is defined by (n1 n2 ∈ Idp ), and inequality = by its negation. The expression 0 = 1 is not a trivially true formula, but states that node references 0 and 1 refer to different nodes. Even though injectivity of morphisms could thus be coded into appli-
Figure 6: Semantics of path formulas cability conditions, we prefer to deal with properties of morphisms separately below, in order to obtain more concise reduction statements (see Section 5).
We now show how to express cardinality constraints in our language. Take the following path formula that says that node n is connected through a path specified by path expression p with at least two distinct other nodes:
When applying path-form-interp I to this path formula, we obtain the object logic formula
where (I a b) is the interpretation that sends node reference 0 to node a and 1 to node b and otherwise behaves like interpretation I. The path formula just discussed is in fact an expansion of cardrel-geq n p 2, where cardrel-geq n p k expresses that node n is related through path p with at least k distinct nodes. It is defined as follows (assuming that p contains no free node references):
Here, equantif k generates an existential quantifier prefix of length k, and conjs-form takes the conjunct of a list of path formulas (the latter constructed with a Haskell-like list comprehension).
We have presented the full language of paths and path formulas, which is more expressive than what is needed in the following development and than what can be dealt with by the automated procedures presented in Sections 4 and 5, even though it is useful for specifying properties that can be proved interactively.
Graph transformations
Before introducing the notion of graph transformation, let us first turn to Figure 1 for an informal discussion. The graph in the upper left part, consisting of node references r 1 , r 2 , r 3 and an edge between r 1 and r 3 , is the application condition, which is particularly simple in this case, but could be any path formula, as seen in the previous section. The transformation pattern is specified by indicating the set of nodes to be generated and deleted, and similarly for the edges. In our example, we might choose to keep the node set the same, delete the edge (r 1 , r 3 ) and replace it by two new edges (r 1 , r 2 ) and (r 2 , r 3 ). Pictorially, this gives the graph in the upper right part of Figure 1 .
More formally, we represent a graph transformation by a record consisting of an application condition (a path-form), sets of deleted and generated node references and sets of deleted and generated edge references:
record ( nt, et) graphtrans = -applicability condition appcond :: ( nt, et) path-form -mapping of nodes ndel :: nat set -deleted nodes ngen :: nat set -generated nodes -mapping of edges edel :: (nat * nat) set -deleted edges egen :: (nat * nat) set -generated edges This is the most elementary notion of graph transformation which only takes into account structural aspects; typing will be added in Section 3. 
We have to impose some well-formedness restrictions on transformations that will allow us to prove (see Theorem 2.4) that graph transformations preserve the well-formedness of graphs. In particular, we postulate that the node references of deleted nodes are among the free variables of the application conditions of the graph transformation, that only a finite number of nodes is generated, and that these nodes are not among the free variables of the application conditions. There are similar restrictions for the edges (the Field of a relation being the union of its domain and range), which are however quite liberal, in view of the expressiveness of the application condition language. Thus, an edge scheduled for deletion (edel ) is not required to exist in the graph, only its endpoints have to be among the free variables of the application condition. Altogether, structural well-formedness of untyped graph transformations is defined by:
definition struct-wf-gt-utpd :: ( nt, et, a) graphtrans-scheme ⇒ bool where
Note that we can easily compute the set of free variables of an application condition (fv-path-form) because path formulas are represented as a data type; similar syntactic manipulations would not be possible within Isabelle's object logic.
Referring back to Example 2.1, we obtain the:
Result 2.1. ‡ struct-wf-gt-utpd rerouting
Proof. Even though the node and edge set components of a graph transformation could be stated in abstract terms (i.e. as predicates), they are most likely given by an enumeration of their elements, as for rerouting. In this case, the proof is purely calculational, obtained by expanding the definitions and simplifying the resulting terms.
Central to defining the application of a transformation to a graph is the concept of morphism, which in our case is a map from node references to objects.
type-synonym obj graphmorph = (nat ⇒ obj option)
We recall that the option type has the two constructors None, which can be conceived as representing an undefined value, and Some y, representing a defined value y. Maps are therefore convenient for describing partial functions. Isabelle provides some predefined functions on maps: dom m is the set of those x for which m x is defined, ran m is the set of all y with m x = Some y. Restriction m|'A restricts the domain of m to set A by sending all elements outside of A to None, and addition (m1 ++ m2 ) x selects the value of m2 x if it is defined, and otherwise m1 x.
We can now describe what it means to apply a graph transformation to a graph. We first assume that we have already identified a graph morphism gm going from the node references of the applicability condition to the nodes of a graph gr to which we apply the graph transformation gt. Such a morphism is visualized by the dotted lines in the left part of Figure 1 . The application is defined relationally, by specifying what a correct result graph gr should look like. Indeed, as it will soon turn out, the definition contains some non-constructive existential quantifiers (definitions applicable-transfo and apply-transfo-rel below) and is therefore not executable. Before discussing the full definition, we consider the special case of a transformation which does not generate new nodes:
definition apply-graphtrans-rel-nogen ::
[( nt, et, a) graphtrans-scheme, obj graphmorph, ( obj , b) graph-scheme, ( obj , b) graph-scheme] ⇒ bool where apply-graphtrans-rel-nogen gt gm gr gr = (let del-nodes = ran (gm |' (ndel gt)) in let nds = ((nodes gr ) − del-nodes) in let del-edges = ((emorph gm) ' (edel gt)) in ‡ We denote properties of examples as "result" and more general properties as "lemma" or "theorem", but there is no formal difference between them.
let gen-edges = ((emorph gm) ' (egen gt)) in (nodes gr = nds) ∧ (edges gr = (restrict-rel (edges gr ) nds − del-edges) ∪ gen-edges))
The nodes that are deleted in graph gr are the image of the set ndel gt under morphism gm, the nodes of the result graph are the nodes of the original graph minus the ones that are deleted. Similarly for edges: we calculate the deleted and generated edges as the image of the sets edel gt respectively egen gt. Here, f ' S is the image of a set S under a function f, i.e. the set {y. ∃ x ∈ S . f x = y}, and emorph gm lifts the graph morphism gm from nodes to edges. We restrict the edge relation of the resulting edge set to the set of result nodes, which amounts to deleting dangling edges.
The full definition for transformations of untyped graphs (apply-graphtrans-rel-utpd in Figure 7 ) deals with two additional aspects: Firstly, we want to characterize properties of morphisms and therefore introduce the parameter morph-prop, a predicate on morphisms. We can now easily provide locale extensions for arbitrary morphisms (instantiation of morph-prop with the constantly True function) and injective morphisms (instantiation with inj-map), where inj-map is defined as inj-map m ≡ inj-on m (dom m), saying that m is a function that is injective on its domain.
The second extension concerns the generation of new nodes. The situation is comparable to storage allocation in imperative programs; however, our "memory model" is extremely reduced. The generic object type obj only allows to compare two objects for equality. Unlike in memory models with storage cells arranged in a discrete linear order, we cannot express that we want to allocate a new node in the "next" free cell. We therefore express that there are nodes gen-nodes that are not in the current graph and that are the image of ngen gt under an extension morphism gen-gm of gm (definition graphtrans-gen-nodes). Even though the existential quantifiers in definition apply-graphtrans-rel-utpd are not directly executable, there is a constructive implementation based on an object type of discrete linear orders.
For the rest of this section, we open a locale of graph transformations where we fix a graph gr, the interpretation functions I-nt and I-et, a graph transformation gt and a predicate on morphisms, morph-prop. Technically, this is achieved by an extension of the locale encountered in Section 2.1. To remain generic, we also fix function apply-graphtrans-rel :: [ obj graphmorph, ( obj , a) graph-scheme] ⇒ bool that will later be instantiated with typed respectively untyped transformation functions. It expresses that the current graph gr is transformed to a successor graph under a graph morphism.
We say that a graph morphism gm is applicable relative to a path formula pf if gm maps the free variables of pf into the nodes of gr, and the morphism satisfies the path formula (here, (the • gm) turns the map gm into a function). The transformation gt is applicable to graph gr if there exists an applicable morphism, and apply-transfo-rel defines the relation between gr and a graph gr resulting from transforming gr into gr by the application of some applicable morphism. Here, SOME x . P x is Hilbert's choice operator yielding an x satisfying the predicate P. In this case, it selects an arbitrary morphism gm among those that satisfy the applicability condition of gt. ⇒ bool where graphtrans-gen-nodes gt gr gen-gm gen-nodes = (dom gen-gm = ngen gt ∧ ran gen-gm = gen-nodes ∧ gen-nodes ∩ nodes gr = {}) definition apply-graphtrans-rel-nodes-for-gen ::
[( nt, et, a) graphtrans-scheme, obj graphmorph, ( obj , b) graph-scheme, ( obj , b) graph-scheme, obj graphmorph, obj set] ⇒ bool where apply-graphtrans-rel-nodes-for-gen gt gm gr gr gen-gm gen-nodes = (graphtrans-gen-nodes gt gr gen-gm gen-nodes ∧ (let del-nodes = ran (gm |' (ndel gt)) in let nds = ((nodes gr ) − del-nodes) ∪ gen-nodes in let del-edges = ((emorph gm) ' (edel gt)) in let gen-edges = ((emorph (gm ++ gen-gm)) ' (egen gt)) in (nodes gr = nds) ∧ (edges gr = (restrict-rel (edges gr ) nds − del-edges) ∪ gen-edges))) definition apply-graphtrans-rel-utpd :: [( nt, et, a) graphtrans-scheme, obj graphmorph, obj graphmorph ⇒ bool , ( obj , b) graph-scheme, ( obj , b) graph-scheme] ⇒ bool where apply-graphtrans-rel-utpd gt gm morph-prop gr gr = (∃ gen-gm gen-nodes. morph-prop (gm ++ gen-gm) ∧ apply-graphtrans-rel-nodes-for-gen gt gm gr gr gen-gm gen-nodes)
Figure 7: Application of graph transformation ((dom gm = fv-path-form pf ) ∧ (ran gm ⊆ nodes gr ) ∧ morph-prop gm ∧ path-form-interp (the • gm) pf ) definition applicable-transfo :: bool where applicable-transfo = (∃ gm. applicable-gm gm (appcond gt)) definition apply-transfo-rel :: ( obj , a) graph-scheme ⇒ bool where apply-transfo-rel gr = apply-graphtrans-rel (SOME gm. applicable-gm gm (appcond gt)) gr
We now want to show under which conditions graph transformations preserve structural well-formedness of graphs (page 7). Here, we concentrate on untyped transformations and therefore extend the graph transformation locale in the following way: we assume struct-wf-gr-utpd gr and struct-wf-gt-utpd gt, and its parameter apply-graphtrans-rel is instantiated by defining it as an untyped graph transformation:
apply-graphtrans-rel gm gr = apply-graphtrans-rel-utpd gt gm morph-prop gr gr
It is now easy to show the following: § Lemma 2.2. apply-graphtrans-rel gm gr =⇒ finite (nodes gr )
For stating the preservation of the second subcondition of structural well-formedness, we need the following separation property of a morphism m by a set S, saying (in its contrapositive form) that x ∈ S and y / ∈ S cannot have the same image under m:
This predicate embodies a weak form of injectivity of morphisms. Indeed, inj-map m is equivalent to ∀ S ⊆ dom m. morph-sep m S. In a locale of injective morphisms, we therefore directly inherit this property. It may otherwise require a non-trivial proof.
The following lemma is instrumental for proving Theorem 2.4. Please remember that we are in a global context in which both gr and gt are assumed to be well-formed (struct-wf-gr respectively struct-wf-gt-utpd ).
Lemma 2.3.
graphtrans-gen-nodes gt gr gen-gm gen-nodes ∧ applicable-gm gm (appcond gt) ∧ morph-sep gm (ndel gt) =⇒ Field (emorph (gm ++ gen-gm) ' egen gt) ⊆ nodes gr − ran (gm |' ndel gt) ∪ gen-nodes Proof. The lemma amounts to showing that nodes belonging to new edges (the image of egen gt) are among the old nodes of the graph or the newly generated nodes, but not among the nodes to be deleted. Take n and d to be node references occurring in the application condition of gt, with n / ∈ ndel gt and d ∈ ndel gt. Thus, according to struct-wf-gt-utpd, node reference n could belong to a new edge, as specified in egen gt. However, if the graph morphism maps n and d to the same node, this node gm n = gm d will be deleted in the target graph, leading to a dangling edge after transformation. To avoid such a situation, we impose the condition morph-sep gm (ndel gt) that prevents n and d to be mapped to the same node in the target graph.
We can now show preservation of well-formedness: If applying an applicable graph morphism gm produces a graph gr , then this graph is well-formed.
Theorem 2.4.
applicable-gm gm (appcond gt) ∧ morph-sep gm (ndel gt) ∧ apply-graphtrans-rel gm gr =⇒ struct-wf-gr-utpd gr Proof. The definition of struct-wf-gr-utpd (page 7) requires two properties to be shown. The first one follows from Lemma 2.2. By noting that Field (R ∪ S ) = Field R ∪ Field S and Field (restrict-rel R A) ⊆ A, the second one easily reduces to the property shown by Lemma 2.3.
Typed transformations
Our framework is extensible, allowing for more complex notions of graphs. In this section, we show how to integrate typing information. In a similar fashion, one could add node or edge attributes.
There are several ways of defining type information. One of them consists in assigning a unique type to each node and to each edge. We have opted for the inverse. For this, we extend the notion of graph with two more attributes, namely nodetp which expresses which nodes belong to a given node type nt, and edgetp which expresses which edges belong to a given edge type et.
Consequently, each node can have several types (and similarly for edges), which is useful for modeling the type system of object oriented languages. A minimalist notion of well-formedness of typed graphs extends well-formedness of untyped graphs (page 7) by requiring the typed nodes to be nodes of the underlying graph, and similarly for edges. Refinements of this typing discipline may be imposed for particular domain-specific or modeling languages such as UML or Ecore/EMF. Different more evolved notions of subtyping (strict subtyping or with multiple inheritance) can be coded in the language of node sets and path formulas of Section 2.1, where "A is a subtype of B" is coded by a path formula whose expansion is ∀x.x ∈ A −→ x ∈ B. This gives a great deal of freedom, but the concept of type soundness of transformations is not native, and enforcing it gives rise to a proof obligation and is not verifiable by type checking as in classical programming languages.
In a similar spirit, typed graph transformations are an extension of untyped graph transformations, allowing to specify the node typing of generated nodes and typing of deleted respectively generated edges:
record ( nt, et) typed-graphtrans = ( nt, et) graphtrans + -typing of generated nodes ngentp :: nt ⇒ nat set -mapping of edges edeltp :: et ⇒ (nat * nat) set egentp :: et ⇒ (nat * nat) set
In view of Theorem 3.1 to be proved below, we again impose restrictions on the wellformedness of the graph transformation, extending the definition of the untyped case: The definition of application of typed graph transformation is similar in spirit to the definitions in the untyped case in Figure 7 : we can modularly define the effect of a graph transformation on node and edge types. We skip the details of the definition.
We now have the necessary ingredients to define a new locale which instantiates the locale of graph transformations of page 13, where node type interpretation I-nt is instantiated to (nodetp gr ), edge type interpretation I-et to (edgetp gr ) and application of graph transformations apply-graphtrans-rel is the typed variant sketched above.
Under this interpretation, a graph morphism has to satisfy a given type constraint to be applicable. For example, the application condition 1 , 2 ∧ 1 , 2 :: r expresses that there is an edge between node references 1 and 2 of type r (where r is of an appropriately defined edge type).
In this locale, we can prove an analogous result of preservation of well-formedness during graph transformations. It is a "type soundness" result which is not very strong in our case, due to the weak notion of well-typing:
Theorem 3.1.
applicable-gm gm (appcond gt) ∧ morph-sep gm (ndel gt) ∧ apply-graphtrans-rel gm gr =⇒ struct-wf-gr-tpd gr
The reader should not be misled by the fact that the preconditions appear to be identical to those of Theorem 2.4: this is not so, the locale context is different.
Local reasoning
This section investigates methods to make reasoning about graph transformations more automatic. In particular, we will see under which conditions and how we can reduce reasoning about an abstract graph (with an unknown number of nodes) to reasoning about a portion with a bounded number of nodes. These nodes are typically the free variables of the transformation's application condition, or, more precisely, the image of these variables under a graph morphism.
In this article, we concentrate on the preservation of certain properties during graph transformations, of the form r ⊆ s or, more interestingly, r + ⊆ s + or r * ⊆ s * . The latter two can be used to model reachability problems. Typical application scenarios are problems of connectivity in a communication network after a failure of a communication link, or memory leakage in pointer-manipulating programs due to the loss of pointers to a heap area. In this case, r is the edge relation before and s the edge relation after the transformation. Inversely, one can also model separability, for example to show the absence of an undesired information flow or the absence of aliasing during pointer manipulation. In this case, s is the edge relation before and r the edge relation after the transformation. In both cases, the procedure is similar and consists in applying the graph decompositions of Section 4.1, and then simplifying the exterior and interior according to the rules presented in Section 4.2. The inductive reasoning inherent to transitivity is "compiled" into the reduction technique, the remaining proof obligation can therefore be handled by Boolean satisfiability solving, even without computing any fixpoints.
Unfortunately, in the general case, even then the complexity remains very high. Arbitrary (non-injective) morphisms may identify any number of node references of the applicability condition and thus invalidate properties that hold for injective morphisms (see Example 1.3). For n node references in the applicability condition, we thus have to examine up to 2 n equivalence classes. In Section 5, we present reduction theorems that can avoid the combinatorial explosion in some situations, by converting a proof problem into a calculational problem, namely checking whether the transitive closures of one concrete graph is contained in that of another graph, which is of complexity O(n 3 ).
Graph decompositions
Our method consists in splitting a graph into an interior of a node set A, and an exterior of A (the rest of the graph). This node set is typically the image of the free variables of the applicability condition of a given graph transformation. This notion is extended to edge relations r as follows: the edge belongs to the interior if both of its endpoints are in A, and otherwise to the exterior. An example is depicted in Figure 8 , where edge r belongs to the interior of A = {a 1 , a 2 } and the edges labeled s to the exterior.
Simple set-theoretic reasoning allows to prove the following lemmas:
Note the anti-monotonicity in the first argument of exterior-rel.
A similar lemma holds for "reflexive" instead of "reflexive-transitive" closure. For the proof of Lemma 4.3, use Lemma 4.1 and the property (I * ∪ E * ) * = (I ∪ E ) * of reflexive-transitive closures.
The following two lemmas are at the heart of the decomposition method we propose.
When applied from right to left, they split up a goal into an exterior and an interior that can then be further simplified with the mechanisms described in Section 4.2.
Lemma 4.4.
(exterior-rel A r ⊆ exterior-rel A s ∧ interior-rel A r ⊆ interior-rel A s) = (r ⊆ s)
Proof. Expanding r ⊆ s with Lemma 4.1 and then using monotonicity (Lemma 4.2).
Lemma 4.5.
Expanding with Lemma 4.3 and then using monotonicity of reflexive-transitive closure.
A similar lemma holds for transitive closure. We see that splitting up a simple inclusion r ⊆ s (by applying Lemma 4.4 from right to left) is an equality transformation, but this is not the case for splitting up r * ⊆ s * . The converse of Lemma 4.5 is not true in general, and indeed, the situation in Figure 8 provides a counterexample: we have interior-rel A r = {(a 1 , a 2 )} and interior-rel A s = {} and thus not (interior-rel A r ) * ⊆ (interior-rel A s) * , even though r * ⊆ s * . Applying Lemma 4.4 also in the case r * ⊆ s * is not useful, because we then cannot further simplify the resulting terms of the form interior-rel A r * in the style of Section 4.2. However, in certain cases, the converse of Lemma 4.5 holds:
Proof. Note that Field s ⊆ A =⇒ interior-rel A s = s and interior-rel A r ⊆ r, and use transitivity of ⊆. Similarly, the second property follows from Field r ⊆ A =⇒ exterior-rel A r = ∅.
The decomposition suggested by Lemma 4.5 is therefore sound and also complete for a class of graphs where the region A has been chosen large enough to comprise the fields of the relations r and s. In practice, we will choose A to be the largest set of nodes whose existence is ascertained in the actual proof goal.
Example 4.1. Consider the transformation visualized in Figure 9 , which has a disjunctive applicability condition. The figure has to be interpreted as follows: arcs with the same number have to be present (uninterrupted black) or must not be present (dashed red) at the same time. Thus, there must be edges (r 1 , r 2 ) and (r 2 , r 4 ) and not (r 1 , r 3 ), or (r 1 , r 3 ) and (r 3 , r 4 ) and not (r 1 , r 2 ). In either case, we add the edge (r 1 , r 4 ). The existing edges are maintained, but that would be difficult to visualize. The textual definition in Figure 10 is more precise.
To see how proofs are carried out in our framework, let us show that this rule does not create any new paths, i.e. that the reflexive-transitive closure of the edge relation of 
Figure 10: Definition of transformation with disjunctive condition the modified graph is contained in the closure of the original graph's edge relation. We state the proof goal:
applicable-transfo ∧ apply-transfo-rel gr =⇒ (edges gr ) * ⊆ (edges gr ) * in a locale that is an extension of the graph transformation locale of Section 2.2 and where the constant gt has been instantiated to the graph transformation under investigation, in this case disj-condition. Note that the locale also fixes an arbitrary graph gr, and both applicable-transfo and apply-transfo-rel implicitly refer to gr and gt. We could further instantiate the morphism property, e.g. to injective morphisms, but we have not done so, therefore morph-prop remains uninterpreted. After expansion of definitions and some tidying of the proof state, we get the goal:
[[n1 ∈ nodes gr ; n2 ∈ nodes gr ; n3 ∈ nodes gr ; n4 ∈ nodes gr ;
The preconditions of the goal are contained in [[ ... ] ], the conclusion behind =⇒. Application of Lemma 4.5 gives two subgoals, the first of which has the same premisses as above and the conclusion:
(exterior-rel {n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 } ({(n1 , n4 )} ∪ edges gr )) * ⊆ (exterior-rel {n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 } (edges gr )) * and similar for interior-rel. The rest of the proof can now proceed along the lines described in the following.
Reductions to Boolean satisfiability problems
The decompositions of Section 4.1 leave behind goals which are of the form exterior-rel A r ⊆ exterior-rel A s and interior-rel A r ⊆ interior-rel A s or variants with (reflexive) transitive closures. As seen in Example 1.2, we cannot deal with arbitrary relational expressions. In particular, relation composition O poses a problem, because (x, y) ∈ (rOs) means ∃z.(x, z) ∈ r ∧ (z, y) ∈ s and composition thus implicitly involves existential quantification over a node that may lie outside the region under consideration. We therefore limit ourselves to relational expressions r built up inductively according to the following grammar:
Here, n 1 , n 2 are variables representing node names, and r b are basic, non-interpreted relations. In the case of untyped graphs, there is only one such relation, the edges relation. In the case of typed graphs, there are as many basic relations as there are edge types. We use F V (r) for the set of free variables occurring in r. Please note that these are expressions of our proof assistant's object logic which are not immediately related to the path expressions and path formulas of Section 2.1.
Simplification of exterior-rel
In the following, we show how we can decide inclusions exterior-rel A r ⊆ exterior-rel A s, by proving them or generating a counter-model.
The simplification mentioned below consists in applying exhaustively the rewrite rules summarized in the following lemma.
We further apply simple set-theoretic simplifications, in particular simplifications of {(x , y)} − (A × A) to {} if x , y ∈ A, and subsequent elimination of the empty set. Note that A is a concrete enumeration of elements and always permits such a simplification if A has been appropriately chosen with FV (r ) ⊆ A.
If the original goal was of the form exterior-rel A r ⊆ exterior-rel A s, after this simplification, we are left with a goal R ⊆ S where R and S are combinations of the operators ∪, ∩, − applied to basic expressions of the form exterior-rel A r b . This goal can be abstracted to a validity problem of classical two-valued Boolean algebra. For example,
Such a Boolean formula is either valid (in this case, we can obtain a set-theoretic proof of the set inclusion problem) or admits a counter-model. In this case, we interpret exterior-rel A r b by a fixed singleton set (say {(x , y)} for x = y and x , y / ∈ A) if the corresponding propositional variables is interpreted as true, and otherwise by the empty set. This is then a counter-model for the inclusion R ⊆ S. In our example, the Boolean counter-model r =false, s=true would give the set-theoretic counter-example {} ∪ (exterior-rel A {(x , y)}) ⊆ {} − (exterior-rel A {(x , y)}).
A goal of the form (exterior-rel A r ) + ⊆ (exterior-rel A s) + is simplified to a goal of the form R + ⊆ S + , with R, S as in the above paragraph. We first try to solve the goal R ⊆ S. If this goal is provable, then so is the original goal, by monotonicity of transitive closure. If it is not provable, the counter-model constructed according to the above procedure is also a counter-model of R + ⊆ S + , because a singleton relation is the same as its transitive closure.
Goals of the form (exterior-rel A r ) * ⊆ (exterior-rel A s) * are similarly reduced to goals of the form R * ⊆ S * . We note that we can rewrite R * = Id ∪ R + , where Id is the identity relation. Simple set-theoretic manipulations then further reduce Id ∪ R + ⊆ Id ∪ S + to two subgoals R + ⊆ Id and R + ⊆ S + . The second one is dealt with as above, whereas R + ⊆ Id holds whenever R is equivalent to the empty set, and otherwise can be refuted by a singleton counter-model as above.
Even though the reduction to Boolean validity makes the problem co-NP hard, this is not a limiting factor in practice, because the number of relation symbols is typically small.
Simplification of interior-rel
In the following, we show how we can decide inclusions interior-rel A r ⊆ interior-rel A s or variants with (reflexive) transitive closure. We have a similar set of rewrite rules as in Section 4.2.1, only the case for insert is different:
For A with FV (r ) ⊆ A, ({(x , y)} ∩ (A × A)) reduces to {(x , y)} if x ∈ A and y ∈ A, and to the empty set otherwise.
After exhaustive application of these rewrite rules, we are left with a goal of the form R ⊆ S or R + ⊆ S + or R * ⊆ S * , where R and S are combinations of operators ∪, ∩, − applied to basic expressions which have the form interior-rel A r b or {(x , y)}, with x ,y ∈ A.
Please note that the set {I . ∃ r . I = interior-rel A r } is just Pow (A × A), the powerset of A × A, where A is a finite enumeration of elements. In principle, our method amounts to trying out whether one of the 2 (|A| 2 ) possible combinations of I b ∈ Pow (A × A), for the basic relations r b , might provide a solution of the problem R ⊆ S. We do not in fact use this naive method, as explained in the following, and thus can perform some intermediate simplifications, but the complexity remains exponential.
We first define the following auxiliary functions:
They can be completely eliminated by recursing over the sets B resp. A:
Lemma 4.9.
interior-rel-elem-r a {} r = {}
This way, we can also eliminate interior-rel, by using the following simplifications:
Lemma 4.10.
After exhaustive simplification, one has to perform up to 2 (|A| 2 ) splits for the cases (a, b) ∈ r, to obtain pure set containment problems, i.e. combinations of operators ∪, ∩, − and (reflexive) transitive closure, applied to expressions of the form {(x , y)}.
Calculational proofs
We now come back to one of the initial questions of our investigation: is it possible to reason about a graph transformation just by looking at the shape of a graph transformation rule (i.e. its left and right hand side), without considering mappings into target graphs via morphisms? As explained at the beginning of Section 4, the question is also intimately related to the complexity of reasoning, because having to consider multiple matchings of the rule pattern into the target graphs can induce a combinatorial explosion. As illustrated by Example 1.3, reasoning only about the shape of the rules can be fallacious for non-injective morphisms.
Example 5.1. We now reconsider this example. The transformation is formally defined in Figure 11 . The methods described in Section 4.2 at least permit to identify the problem, definition delete-edge where Figure 11 : Deletion of an edge even if they do not allow to complete the proof. After case splitting, the prover gets stuck on the following subgoal, which corresponds to the configuration depicted in Figure 3: [[n1 ∈ nodes gr ; n3 ∈ nodes gr ; morph-prop [3 → n3 , 2 → n1 , 1 → n1 ]; nodes gr = nodes gr ; edges gr = edges gr − {(n1 , n3 )}; (n1 , n3 ) ∈ edges gr ; n1 = n3 ; (n1 , n1 ) ∈ edges gr ; (n3 , n1 ) ∈ edges gr ; (n3 , n3 ) ∈ edges gr ; n2
We can nevertheless make some progress on this question. The main idea of the following argument is that reflexive-transitive closure remains stable under a context, the C in the following lemma:
* (using transitivity of reflexive-transitive closure). We further simplify (A * ∪ C * ) * to (A ∪ C ) * (and similarly for (B * ∪ C * ) * ), which gives us the desired conclusion by transitivity.
Roughly speaking, the sets A and B are the images of the left and right side of the rule under the graph morphism, whereas C is the rest of the graph. We will apply the lemma in the inverse direction, reducing a goal of the form A * ⊆ B * to A * ⊆ B * . The following lemma shows that this reduction is complete, provided the context C can become empty:
We will now instantiate these lemmas for the case of graph transformations. Let us first state some auxiliary lemmas needed in the proofs of the theorems below.
well-formed graph and gt a well-formed graph transformation. No assumption is made about properties of the graph morphism. However, a precondition of the theorem is that the transformation does not modify the node set, i.e. the sets of nodes to be deleted and generated are empty. This might appear to be a decisive restriction, but this is not so: Let us only remark here (also see Section 6) that any graph transformation can be represented as a sequence of two kinds of transformations, the first of which modifies only the edge set and the second of which only the node set (and is consequently without effect on the edge relation).
Theorem 5.4. (assuming gr is a well-formed graph and gt a well-formed graph transformation)
Proof. After expansion of the definitions of applicable-transfo and apply-transfo-rel, one sees that edges gr = edges gr − emorph gm ' edel gt ∪ emorph gm ' egen gt. Let us apply Lemma 5.1 backwards, with A=emorph gm ' (edel gt) and B =emorph gm ' (egen gt) and C = (edges gr ) − (emorph gm ' (edel gt)). Since we have (edel gt) * ⊆ (egen gt) * , the precondition (emorph gm ' edel gt) * ⊆ (emorph gm ' egen gt) * is an instance of Lemma 5.3, the remaining set inclusions are easy to show.
Clearly, this theorem is not applicable to Example 1.3, but the correctness of the transformation of Example 1.1 can now be proved.
Result 5.5. (for an arbitrary graph gr, where graph transformation gt is rerouting of Example 1.1) applicable-transfo ∧ (apply-transfo-rel gr ) =⇒ (edges gr ) * ⊆ (edges gr ) * Proof. We apply Theorem 5.4. Apart from the trivial preconditions, we have to show {(1 , 3 )} * ⊆ {(1 , 2 ), (2 , 3 )} * , which is a simple calculational proof that simulates the behavior of a corresponding functional program. Note that we directly deal with the node references occurring in the transformation rule and not with nodes after mapping these references into a graph.
This result is independent of a particular morphism (and not only valid for an injective morphism as in Figure 1 ).
In order to deal with situations like Example 1.3, we now develop a reduction that is more expressive, but has more restrictive preconditions. The following Theorem 5.7 is valid for injective morphisms, and intended to be used with a class of graph rewriting rules whose applicability conditions are a conjunction of positive and negative edge relations. We are thus dealing with a classical form of graph rewriting with graph patterns and negative application conditions, as for example in Ehrig et al. (1997) . More complex Boolean applicability conditions, in particular disjunction, are not in the scope of this reduction. Technically speaking, the reduction remains applicable even in this case, but one loses completeness.
The function edge-set-path-form gathers the edges of a graph that is described by such a restricted form of path formula:
fun edge-set-path :: et path ⇒ (nat * nat) set where edge-set-path ( n1 , n2 ) = {(n1 , n2 )} | edge-set-path -= {} fun edge-set-path-form :: ( nt, et) path-form ⇒ (nat * nat) set where edge-set-path-form (n n ∈ p) = {(n, n )} ∩ (edge-set-path p) | edge-set-path-form (pf ∧ pf ) = (edge-set-path-form pf ∪ edge-set-path-form pf ) | edge-set-path-form -= {} We have the following relation between edge-set-path-form and path interpretations:
Lemma 5.6.
path-form-interp (the • gm) pf −→ emorph gm ' edge-set-path-form pf ⊆ edges gr Proof. By induction over pf.
The following theorem is embedded in a locale that assumes that graph morphisms are injective.
Theorem 5.7. (assuming gr is a well-formed graph, gt a well-formed graph transformation, graph morphisms are injective) ndel gt ={} ∧ ngen gt ={} ∧ applicable-transfo ∧ (apply-transfo-rel gr ) ∧ (edge-set-path-form (appcond gt) ∪ (edel gt)) * ⊆ ((edge-set-path-form (appcond gt) − edel gt) ∪ (egen gt)) * =⇒ (edges gr ) * ⊆ (edges gr ) * Proof. Let us note first of all that function image distributes in general over set union (thus f ' (A ∪ B ) = f ' A ∪ f ' B ), but over set difference (thus f ' (A − B ) = f ' A − f ' B ) only if f is injective over a common superset of A and B.
To prove the theorem, we again expand the definitions of the applicability conditions and then apply Lemma 5.1 backwards, with A=emorph gm ' (edge-set-path-form (appcond gt) ∪ edel gt) and B =emorph gm ' (edge-set-path-form (appcond gt) − edel gt ∪ egen gt) and C =(edges gr ) − (emorph gm ' (edel gt)). We now have to satisfy instances of the three preconditions of Lemma 5.1.
The first is (emorph gm ' (edge-set-path-form (appcond gt) ∪ edel gt)) * ⊆ (emorph gm ' (edge-set-path-form (appcond gt) − edel gt ∪ egen gt)) * , which can be solved with Lemma 5.3.
The second one is edges gr ⊆ emorph gm ' (edge-set-path-form (appcond gt) ∪ edel gt) ∪ (edges gr − emorph gm ' edel gt), a trivial inclusion.
The third precondition is emorph gm ' (edge-set-path-form (appcond gt) − edel gt ∪ egen gt) ∪ (edges gr − emorph gm ' edel gt) ⊆ edges gr − emorph gm ' edel gt ∪ emorph gm ' egen gt. With injectivity of gm and thus of emorph gm, we may distribute the function image emorph gm over union and set difference. Since appcond gt is satisfied for the morphism gm, we obtain that emorph gm ' edge-set-path-form (appcond gt) ⊆ edges gr with Lemma 5.6 and thus are left again with a simple set-theoretic inclusion.
The reader may wonder why the negative application conditions can be neglected in function edge-set-path-form and, consequently, in the theorem, but indeed, the nonexistence of an edge does not have an impact on the preservation of paths in a graph.
Result 5.8. We take up Example 1.3. In a locale of injective graph morphisms, for graph transformation delete-edge, we now show applicable-transfo ∧ (apply-transfo-rel gr ) =⇒ (edges gr ) * ⊆ (edges gr ) * Application of Theorem 5.7 gives the subgoal ({(1 , 2 ), (1 , 3 ), (2 , 3 )} ∪ {(1 , 3 )}) * ⊆ (({(1 , 2 ), (1 , 3 ), (2 , 3 )} − {(1 , 3 )}) ∪ {}) * , which is again easily provable by calculation.
Conclusions
This article has investigated a formalization of graph transformations in a proof assistant, with the purpose of being able to prove properties of specific transformations interactively, but also to derive meta-results involving entire classes of graph transformations, as in Sections 4 and 5, which paves the way for a higher degree of automation.
Several extensions have to be envisaged. The first concerns a combination of individual graph transformation steps to graph transformation programs, with the aim of reasoning about them with a weakest-precondition style like about traditional imperative programs, thus integrating more recent developments, such as Poskitt and Plump (2012), into our previous work (Strecker, 2008) . In this context, it might also be interesting to revisit some results that have so far been stated in an algebraic setting, such as confluence of transformations, and to re-interpret them in a logical context, which might allow to take more expressive applicability conditions into account. Inversely, it might be interesting to split up a complex transformation into a semantically equivalent sequence of more elementary steps (such as an edge-and node-manipulating part, as advocated for the theorems of Section 5).
A further question concerns the complexity of graph transformations. The discussion at the end of Section 4 seems to indicate that reasoning about transformations with non-injective morphisms is exponentially more complex than dealing with injective morphisms. However, in special cases, as Theorem 5.4, there is no penalty for non-injective morphisms.
Finally, we would like to generalize the results of Section 5. An essential ingredient of the proofs of Theorems 5.4 and 5.7 is the monotonicity of transitive closure that allows an embedding of the image of a morphism in a larger context to be preserved. We will attempt to generalize this result to (a combination of) other monotone operators.
